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II. Formats & Methods

introduction
Common(s)Lab was initiated at the end of 2017 as a community project in the
Schillerkiez neighbourhood in Berlin-Neukölln. It was conceived as an emancipatory space to explore and foster more communal, convivial and caring ways
of living, thinking and acting together. In the face of increasing privatisation
and commodification of all spheres of our everyday life, the commons offer a
different vision in which nature, human labour, space, knowledge, technologies
and so on are not understood simply as resources that can be exploited or monopolised for profit. Instead, these spheres are made visible and valued as vital
components within an ecosystem of interdependence and mutual care, where
capital and paid labour are just the tip of the iceberg (on the opposite page, see
diagram of the Diverse Economies Iceberg inspired by J.K. Gibson-Graham and
our glossary on p. 56). Through commoning, humans and non-humans alike collectively contribute to this common lifeworld through practices of sharing and
negotiating.
Employing creative approaches from diverse fields, we try to bring transformative research and knowledge-making closer to everyday life in order to catalyse civic agency and social change. Our formats so far include: Do-It-Together
(DIT)-workshops, skillsharing, reading groups, cooking activities, neighbourhood walks, artistic interventions, talks, book presentations, baby-friendly film
screenings, a seasonal gift market and more.
Last but not least, our work is motivated by exploring other economies and values
that are based on contributing — what and how one can — rather than exchange
logics in order to keep thresholds for participating in activities as low and open
as possible. We see Common(s)Lab as a social infrastructure for mutual care,
built on relationships within our urban spaces, which is sustained through its
collaborators and participants, voluntary soli-donations, and occasional external funds for materials and project costs. Common(s)Lab has its home at the
transdisciplinary project space TOP in Schillerkiez, Berlin-Neukölln, which is
shared and run by a diverse group of artists, designers, architects, film-makers,
curators, scientists, and a cook.
With this zine, we wish to share and document the diverse processes, formats,
and learnings from the past three years with you and others, including a rich collection of resources that emerged thanks to the many people who became part
of Common(s)Lab over the past three years, with the hope that it might serve as
an inspiration and resource for similar projects or activities wherever you are.
Katharina & Melissa for Common(s)Lab, February 2021
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context
Being nested in a community: sharing infrastructure, caring together
Common(s)Lab is nested within the >top community, a transdisciplinary project space and non-profit association of which some of us are members. In artists’ hands since 2001, >top acts today as a bio lab and project space shared with
a fluid and non-static group of approximately 20 members who can all add to
the programming. Rent and infrastructure are shared amongst its members,
and decisions are made in regular meetings. >top and Common(s)Lab are open
to the public through the events and exhibitions that take place; the rest of the
time, it acts as a work space for its dynamic group of members.
The sharing of responsibilities and resources such as rent, equipment, and infrastructure — event and co-working space, wood workshop, bio-lab, kitchen,
community — constitutes a mutual support system which enabled Common(s)
lab to commence immediately, and continue, without reliance on external funding. Furthermore, the crosspollination of immaterial knowledge and skills has
been invaluable in cultivating a culture of collaboration and solidarity: the main
values of our activities are embodied through this daily practice of commoning,
sharing, and negotiation at the space.
About Schillerkiez neighbourhood
The ‘Schillerkiez’ in Berlin-Neukölln was planned circa 1900 as a quarter for welloff citizens; boasting a large promenade extending from one end of the quarter
to the other and cutting through generously decorated facades. The Schillerkiez
was intended to enhance the status of the Rixdorf neighbourhood — a workers’ area — with more spacious courtyards, single rather than several backyard
buildings, alongside shops and gastronomic activities integrated into the apartment blocks. In the 1920s, the Tempelhof airport was built next to Schillerkiez.
With the growing amount of aircraft noise over the years, the higher-income
earners started leaving the quarter. The available housing increasingly lost value, thus attracting lower-income earners, migrant workers, and unemployed. In
the 1990s, Schillerkiez was earmarked for urban renewal and, in 1999, a ‘Quartiersmanagement’ was instated to contribute to social and infrastructural redevelopment; in 2020 a process was initiated for their withdrawal from the neighbourhood.*
In 2008, the air traffic on Tempelhof airport came to an end and, in 2010, following citizen mobilisations to open and protect the site as a public space, the
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Tempelhofer Feld opened as the largest inner-city open-air park in the world;
providing a unique and invaluable public good while also enhancing the market
value of the neighbourhood which attracted investors and new residents alike.
The demographic composition of the area has been slowly changing ever since
but has remained highly diverse, contradictory, and at times a terrain of contestation. The neighbourhood is known for its diverse population, attracting many
young people and families with its plentiful playgrounds, the proximity to the
Tempelhofer Feld, its many active citizen initiatives and projects, and its spatial
arrangement as a clearly defined and small neighbourhood. At the same time,
many residents are sceptical towards the increasing attractiveness of the neighbourhood with streets, cafés, and other infrastructures increasingly crowded by
tourists and visitors; while rents having increased to 12,9 €/m2 in 2018 compared to 4,8€/m2 in 2007.

* Quartiersmanagement (neighbourhood management) is a Senate-initiated concept for the integrative development of disadvantaged neighbourhoods in Germany—not without resistance from various
groups and movements in the neighbourhood—where social work, economic advancement, cultural and
educational activities go hand in hand. When they leave in a process called perpetuation, they aim to
ensure that the existing networks of civic actors and initiatives grow stronger while becoming more independent as to remain active in the neighbourhood – how this process will unfold is still open. New tools
and structures are being initiated such as the Schillament, more info at: https://www.schillament.de/
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Relational Map of Common(s)Lab:
Spaces, humans & more-than-humans

Students & academics
Newcomers & makers

Sheffield University

Neighbours

ON/OFF

TU Berlin

Trial & Error

Artistania

>top
Trial & Error

Trial & Error

Families & children

ON/OFF

Alfred-Scholz-Platz
Schillerpromenade

Sari Sari

Trajna
Brave New Alps

genug e.V.

interkular

La Foresta

CERN

Day of
Community Spaces
Baby DOC

Soil workshops

The Interdependence
workshop
Readings / book presentations
Tempelhofer Feld

Nette Ecke / Neckarstraße
Project space / Schillerpromenade
Gift markets

DIT wood workshops
Tools

Books & texts
Plants, soil,
bacteria, etc.
Clothes
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Scrap wood
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space of care
Safe(r) settings - creating a space of care
With small spatial gestures and details, you can contribute to making as many
people as possible feel welcome in your space by, for example, making it wheelchair-accessible, providing gender-neutral toilets, and always reserving a corner
for breastfeeding, changing diapers, and childcare. For many people with special needs, this can mean the world for them, as it opens up spaces where they
can feel acknowledged and safe beyond their own private homes. The list below
grew from our own experiences and is just a start, but it is something to begin
with:
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
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Try to create a space of conviviality and collective reproduction/care beyond
production so that people feel welcome to just come and be together rather
than having to work on something.
Ensure there is space for different languages and cultures by offering whisper translations or other bi- or multi-lingual methods according to competency/capacity.
Ask if people feel comfortable having their pictures taken at the beginning
of events and activities.
Whenever possible, ensure events are kid-friendly. Provide a kids’ corner or
possibilities for (collectively-organised) childcare.
Allocate a comfortable corner for breastfeeding; provide a changing table,
gender-neutral toilets, and hygiene articles and trash bins inside the cabins.
Try to ensure that money is not an obstacle for people to participate by always allowing solidary sliding-scale donations and being transparent about
the costs you have so that people can decide how they are able to contribute.
Communicate how you deal with issues like racism, sexism, homophobia,
transphobia, etc. to create a safe atmosphere for marginalised people.
Encourage people to get involved with their own ideas and suggestions so
that the community always feels open for newcomers as opposed to a service provided by a fixed group of people.
Try to ensure that there is always a vegan option if you offer food or drinks.
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formats
READING GROUPS
In collaboration with: diverse participants (incl. Alex, Alice, Daniel, Matthew, Nathan)
Duration: around 3 hrs
Preparation time: 30 min.
Materials: a text, pens, paper, internet (for instant research), some drinks and snacks
Keywords: knowledge sharing, collective intelligence, critical pedagogy, life-long learning
We host a series of reading groups to explore non-formal and critical pedagogies
for collective life-long learning. These have included a series on the Commons
that covered different, yet complementary, texts each session; a Capital Volume
I (Karl Marx) reading group that ran over 1.5 years and followed the corresponding online lecture series by David Harvey; a reading group for German-language
learners, digesting and discussing accessible and critical texts (optimal for those
with a B2-C1 level); a Capitalist Realism (Mark Fisher) reading group that was
collectively conceived as a continuation of the Marx reading group; and a reading series formed under the umbrella of the School of Postcapitalism.
People get together in order to collectively read aloud (or, in some instances, at
home in their own time) and discuss a text of common interest. Sitting in a circle, we first introduce the session which is followed by a round of introductions.
Before starting to read, we explain a simple code of conduct to foster an inviting
and comfortable environment for everyone, which is as follows:
•

•

•
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We take (voluntary) turns in reading a few paragraphs out loud. Without
prior reading required, people can attend unprepared which lowers the
threshold to participation (when this is not the case, prior reading is clearly
indicated in the event descriptions). Voluntary reading aloud ensures that
anyone who may not feel comfortable to do so in a session, due to language
or other competencies, does not feel pressure but welcome and comfortable
instead.
No name-dropping and expert language without ensuring explanation
whenever it is required — we want everyone to feel comfortable and equally able to contribute to discussions. If questions arise or unknown terms,
concepts, names, or historical events are referenced in the text or by a participant, anyone can jot them down on a large sheet of paper in the middle
of the circle. This acknowledges the need to return to the unknown subject
matter for collective explanation/discussion as soon as there is a suitable
pause without needing to interrupt the flow of reading.
Wine, water, and snacks are provided on donation-basis.
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BOOK PRESENTATIONS
Guests: Dagmar Pelger, Friederike Habermann, ON/OFF, Yelta Köm
Duration: around 3 hrs
Preparation time: 30 min.
Materials: plenty of chairs, projector (if needed), some drinks and snacks
Keywords: life-long learning, listening, open discussion
Alongside the ongoing reading groups, we have hosted a number of book presentations and discussions with the presence of the author(s). The first of these
was integrated within the commons reading series: we were joined by historian
and economist Friederike Habermann for a collective reading of the first chapter of her book Ecommony: UmCARE zum Miteinander (Ecommony: Turn to Togetherness). We had both the German version and the under-construction English
translation of the first chapter, thanks to the author and translator.
For the second book presentation, we were joined by members of the Berlin-based interdisciplinary design studio who — after participating in a collective reading of Stavros Stavrides’ text titled Common Space as Threshold Space:
Urban Commoning in Struggles to Re-appropriate Public Space — introduced their
publication, Co-Machines: A Book of Mobile Disruptive Architecture, and performed a
reading of two of the essays.
For the third edition, we were joined by architect and academic Dagmar Pelgar who presented the research that comprised the publication Spatial Commons
(eds. Pelger, Kaspar & Stollmann / TU Berlin 2016). During the fourth presentation, Yelta Köm, co-founder of Istanbul-based Architecture for All, presented the
collective’s work exploring, documenting, and representing urban struggles,
emergent commoning practices, and the architecture (without architects) of resistance in the context of Occupy Gezi in Istanbul. More info on the books can
be found on pages 54-55.
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DIT BUILDING WORKSHOPS
In collaboration with: Artistania, genug e.V., ON/OFF, >top e.V., Veiko Liis
Duration: min. 3 hrs - a whole weekend
Preparation time: 2 hrs
Materials: combi drill, hand saw, screws, scrap wood, stable tables or work benches, hot
drinks and snacks/cookies or soup (s. pp. 46-49)
Keywords: making, repairing, re-valuing, skill-sharing, upcycling
Our DIT (Do-It-Together) building workshops take place in collaboration with a
carpenter and designer, Veiko Liis, who is also part of the >top community. The
workshops are based on the principle of facilitating access to tools and shared
knowledge amongst participants. In order to create a low-threshold which fosters ease and comfort with using the tools — alongside enabling the possible
continuation of woodworking at home — only simple hand tools are used, such
as battery drills and hand saws; and simple connections are made using screws.
Virgin materials are rarely used, rather wood and other materials salvaged from
the neighbourhood are favoured — at once addressing the bulky waste littering
the streets while circumventing the materials ending up in landfill — alongside
scraps that participants bring from home. This allows for a different design process and handling of the material: it reduces the fear of doing something wrong
or of having to create something from scratch, rather the material becomes an
influential actor in the design and making process.
Two workshops took place during outdoor festivals, working mostly with children; one ran over an entire weekend, facilitating an intervention in public
space and the construction of a collective structure for the neighbourhood; and
four others took place at our space. Depending on the participants involved and
what is built, the workshop unfolds very differently. We are currently planning
a mobile wood workshop (with tools that are safe for children to use) for both
kid-friendly workshops and women’s workshops (the aim is to create a safe(r)
and welcoming space to get to know the tools and woodworking methods without a mansplainer by the side :))
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•

•

•

•
•
•

Introduce people to the materials before going on a material hunt through
the streets. Take along a cargo bike or handcart in order to carry heavy
finds. Try to avoid the cheap fibreboards and go for solid timber only, even
though it is much heavier, as it will last you longer and it is easier to recycle.
Familiarise people with the tools. Open up a safe space to ask any questions
about them: nobody is expected to know how things work. You can also
print out simple instructions on paper and place them on the wall as a reference point (s. pp. 36-39).
Introduce people to the design process which might be different for everyone. Some people may prefer to start from the material, others may come
with an idea in mind already...or anything in between: there is space for
all of this! Try to support people with their initial drawings and encourage
them to think about connections and structural stability.
Start building together while sharing tools and materials! Encourage participants to share knowledge amongst one another and to ask questions
throughout the process.
Take plenty of breaks and if desired/necessary serve a simple warm meal
(e.g. lentil soup, see p. 49), alongside some hot drinks and snacks, on a soli-donation basis.
Celebrate the results by taking a group picture at the end! If people run out
of time, no worries — they can always finish their piece at home or come
back to the space during a subsequent workshop or arranged timeslot.
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SOIL , PERMACULTURE, & URBAN FORAGING
In collaboration with: Andrew Rewald, Juan Pablo Diaz, Max Schützeberg, #schk, Tom
Holden, >top e.V., Trial & Error e.V.
Duration: 2-3 hrs
Preparation time: depending on the workshop
Materials: diverse
Keywords: more-than-human, interdependence, eco-commoning, foraging, permaculture, social-ecological transformation
Every day, while we walk through the city, we pass by its invisible micro-habitats and underground worlds of microorganisms crucial for our ecosystem. The
soil workshops deal with these diverse life forms that can be found in our soil,
from microbes and bacteria to worms and weeds. What is the soil comprised of?
What is sand, silt, clay and loam? How can we measure and read the soil quality
and properties? What is PH value, buffer capacity, humus content? How can one
work with the soil to promote life variety? And, on the other hand, what endangers the soil’s vitality? During the workshops, we interrogated these questions to
explore how we can enter a mutual and care-full relationship with these morethan-human actors in the urban environment. Departing from these simple
empirical observations, in the subsequent workshops we learnt about soil food
webs by observing what moved in the petri dish under the microscope; explored
DIY fermentation-composting and open-source alternatives to the necessary
but patented fermentation starter.
Foraging and Urban Food Forests
We also were lucky to be joined one evening by an architect, member of the
>top project space, and amateur forest gardening enthusiast, Tom Holden, for a
presentation and discussion on urban food forests. This is a gardening method
which mirrors a natural forest system to create food in a productive and resilient way. Following the presentation, artist Andrew Rewald — who draws on
his background as a chef and amateur forager with communities in urban and
rural contexts around the world — staged a performative collective dining experience. The majority of the food and drinks served were prepared using ingredients that were foraged (together with Andrew, Tom, and C(s)L organisers) from
nearby Hasenheide Park and Plotzensee forest, further afield, in Berlin.
https://plantnet.org/en/ (plant app to identify plants)
https://www.theconceptualcookbook.com/ (Andrew's website, more on pp. 50-51)
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GIFT MARKETS
In collaboration with: Alma Siemsen, Bezirksamt Neukölln, Elena Lochore-Ward, Evi,
Jade Whittaker, Julien Colomb, Marta Wlusek, Peter Breuer, Ryan Barrell, Trial & Error, Tristen Bakker, >top e.V.
Duration: 4 hrs - more
Preparation time: 3 hrs
Materials: clothes racks (p. 42-42), clothes hangers, some clothes to start with, tables,
some seating, gift market sign, changing cabins (p. 44), workshop materials (optional),
camera for trashion shooting (see p. 22-23), cakes (e.g. p. 48), hot drinks
Keywords: reusing, secondhand, barter-free, money-free, generosity, gifting, zero-waste
This format is based on a recurring phenomenon in many places in the world:
free boxes or gift boxes (often cardboard boxes, sometimes real physical structures) that contain things which people do not need any more and are left on the
streets for people to take away for free. Drawing inspiration from Marx’s 1875
principle, “from each according to (their) ability, to each according to (their)
needs” (parentheses authors’ own), we invite people to bring their unwanted/
unneeded clothes and take home whatever they desire/need. This takes place
without the use of money, barter, or other logics of exchange in order to create
a space that catalyses thought and discussion.
Because the format is familiar yet different, bearing many similarities to a flea
market yet without money or rules of exchange, it is deliberately confusing; creating an atmosphere of generosity and hospitality while generating an entirely
new experience of ‘shopping’. People are required to establish their own rules
when they are interested in the same piece of clothing, negotiating as to who it
might suit better or who might need it more. Thus, it is not money which regulates access as usual, but instead, the process of negotiation.
Most of the gift markets have taken place inside our project space, spilling out
onto the pavement directly outside with additional activities such as a ‘trashion’ photoshooting and diverse textile upcycling workshops; however, the last
gift market that took place — under pandemic restrictions — was run entirely
outdoors (on the footpath outside, and in the promenade that cuts through the
street, where the space is located). This imbued the format with a different quality, one of a public action or intervention. We were also joined and supported
by a number of friends and family of our Common(s)lab team and community:
people baking cakes and cookies available on a soli-donation basis, designing
and building easily (de)mountable clothing racks, and assisting with socially reproductive tasks such as setting up and packing down. For this outdoor edition,
we made simple pop-up changing cabins in the form of an old bedsheet one
could slip inside of to change their clothing (see instructions p.44).
20
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BABY DOC
In collaboration with: Julia Propp
Duration: 2.5 hrs
Preparation time: 30 min.
Materials: blankets, pillows, baby toys, changing station, wet wipes and spare diapers,
(caffeine-free) hot drinks, nourishing cookies (p. 46), white wall, projector, HDMI cord
(or suitable), audio cable (if bluetooth is not supported), speakers, laptop, 3 films for vote
Keywords: children-friendly, breastfeeding, safe space, personal is political, collective parenting
During the first year of our activities, when Katharina had welcomed her little
one into the world, we hosted monthly screenings of political documentaries
for parents, babysitters, and other attachment figures who were spending their
days taking care of the young ones (from age 0-12 months) and craving some
cinematic food for thought, following the motto: the personal is political!
The films revolved around current political issues. To begin, three documentaries were proposed before the screening, of which one was collectively selected
via vote so that the programme was shaped by multiple interests and voices;
and, as the format continued, suggestions could and would often be made at the
end of the screening for the following session. Film selections took into consideration whether the films were accessible for free and permitted to be screened
in public meetings — sometimes the filmmaker’s consent was obtained if it was
possible to get in touch.
After the screening, the babies could play while the adults had time to socialise,
mingle and discuss, enjoying coffee, tea and cookies (with all the things needed,
such as a changing table, some floor blankets, toys and a quiet corner for (breast)
feeding). Donation-basis, BYOB (Bring your own blanket).
List of documentaries we’ve watched:
Du musst dein Leben ändern by Benjamin Riehm
The Red Pill by Cassie Jaye
10 Billion - What will we eat tomorrow? by Valentin von Thurn
Tomorrow - Die Welt ist voller Lösungen by Cyril Dion & Mélanie Laurent
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SCHOOL OF POSTCAPITALISM
Duration: 3 hrs
Preparation time: 30 min.
Materials: pens, post-its, diverse materials (depending), drinks & snacks
Keywords: (un)learning, critical pedagogy, feminist consciousness-raising, postcapitalist
futures
“It has become easier to imagine the end of the world than the end of capitalism”
(Frederic Jameson)
More and more people have come to realise that the current way we organise our
societies has no future. The financial crisis, growing inequalities, mental health
issues, loss of biodiversity and species are just a few of the issues that indicate:
we have to get out of this place. The neoliberal order of late capitalism has infiltrated all spheres of our lives, including our ability to think and imagine beyond
‘capitalist realism’. Starting from the premise that care-fully transforming the
world starts with an understanding of the existing, we wanted to (un)learn together how we can move beyond capitalism, in our minds and realities, towards
postcapitalist futures.
Drawing from feminist consciousness-raising practices and critical pedagogy,
we aimed to co-create a classroom open for everyone. Starting in January 2020,
we met according to a bi-weekly rhythm to explore post-capitalism through different formats. The first introductory session focussed on the collective imagination of the curriculum, through creative methods, which served as a basis
for subsequent activities that included various reading groups, a film screening,
and a collective mapping workshop on the histories and terminologies of capitalism. We were soon interrupted by the pandemic and lockdown measures,
transitioning to online formats (reading groups, see p. 53) before taking a break
to refresh from virtual overload.
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& methods
COLLECTIVE REPRODUCTION

COLLECTIVE CURRICULUM

Duration: 30 min. or more
Materials: activity/format dependent
Keywords: collective care, value, making visible, contributing, interdependence

Duration: 1.5 hrs
Preparation time: 30 min.
Materials: pens, post-its (in two colours e.g. pink & blue), large blank sheet of paper, large
sheet of paper with a timetable marked out for future sessions, sticky dots
Keywords: mutual learning, collective intelligence, contributing, co-production

The collective reproduction of our project and collective space is a crucial component for each activity to run smoothly and joyfully. This includes all those
activities that are often marginalised and rendered invisible such as cleaning,
setting-up, packing-down, washing the dishes, taking care of the young ones.
In order to make visible these — often devalued — care-based activities that reproduce not only our project but society in general, we invite everyone to get involved in them before and after an event. Operating as a community project, it is
not only important for your mental and physical wellbeing but also as a process
of collective care-taking that builds and sustains that community in the first
place! It is helpful to inform participants in advance that your project is run on a
voluntary/solidarity basis and that any help is always welcomed and valued, e.g
to take things down when an event is over (or to help set-up when people come
early). Find creative ways to clearly communicate and demonstrate that you are
not a service-provider for participants, but are acting through mutuality and
reciprocity. To make such care-taking activities less of a burden and more fun,
you can, for example, turn on some music and dance while cleaning and dance
at the same time — think of your own strategies! It really makes a difference to
your long-term mutual interactions and not only will you feel a lot more appreciated but others will feel like they are a contributing part of the community! :)

We have used this method on a number of occasions and it has always been a
very fruitful and fun way of creating a curriculum together; corresponding to
the needs and desires of the diverse participants of an event, it opens up new
ideas that one may not be able to think of by oneself! Furthermore, the method encourages people to think of something they would like to learn without
concern for whether anybody present has the ability to teach it. If no-one in the
group has the relevant knowledge or skills, often someone will know someone
who does or you can always ask the internet for advice: a video tutorial, blog, or
online instruction is sometimes just as great.
•

•
•

•
•
Note: The kids in the
picture really enjoyed
cleaning away the
popcorn on the floor
after a movie screening
- they were all after the
vacuum cleaner (when
does the joy for cleaning
disappear? :))!
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Pass around one block of post-its in pink and one in blue; ask everyone to
write down the things they would like to learn on the pink post-its and the
things they could teach on the blue post-its. All post-its can be stuck, according to colour, on a large sheet of paper either hanging on a wall or laying on
a table.
Start clustering the post-its according to topic and try to match the two colours: what people can teach and what people would like to learn.
Pass around sticky dots (three per person) to the participants and ask everyone to mark their three favourite classes without concern for whether there
is a teacher amongst the group or not.
Begin discussing how to approach the classes that do not match with a participant-teacher (yet) — you will surely come up with a creative solution!
Commence build the curriculum by filling in the timetable of your future
sessions according to the classes with the highest interest. Give opportunity
for anyone who feels like their favourite class is left out due to the lack of
deliberation and consensus to explain (and convince the others) why they
feel it is important and should take place.
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COLLECTIVE COLLAGE
Duration: 1 hr
Preparation time: 15 min.
Materials: several glue sticks, several pairs of scissors, old magazines and newspapers, A4
sheets of paper
Keywords: collective imagination, visioning, creativity, détournement
This method is really useful when you are trying to develop a collective vision
for a project but you require a simple catalyst or medium to work with so that
participants are not intimidated by having to start from nothing. The visual
material serves as a basis for inspiration and spontaneous associations and is a
language understood by most. Furthermore, it is a fun and creative way of producing something visual without (potentially) making people feel uncomfortable by asking them to draw which can sometimes hinder the creative process.
Instead, it fosters everybody’s creativity and the outcomes are always unique
collages with different narratives. Utilising this method during the introductory session of our School of Postcapitalism, we fostered a playful engagement
with the Situationist’s concept of détournement. Participants flicked through
old magazines, often hi-jacking (capitalist) advertising material and subverting
their intended use or effects to create visualisations of post-capitalist desires
and futures. Carrying out this exercise in groups is a nice way to strengthen
teamwork and cohesion amongst people formerly unknown to each other, but it
also works well individually.
•

•
•
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Ask people to grab a couple of magazines and start cutting out images and
pieces of text that both resonate with them and relate to the vision you are
trying to find together. These pieces can be glued into a collage on a blank
sheet of paper. Give everyone 30 minutes to do this.
When everybody is done, start placing the results on a wall or on the floor.
Give everyone some time to have a look. You can either leave it there, without individual commentary or ask everyone to briefly explain how their collage illustrates the vision they have developed in this exercise.
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EMBODIED DISSENSUS
In collaboration with: Floating University
Duration: 1,5 hrs
Preparation time: 30 min.
Materials: chalk, large sheet of paper
Keywords: negotiating, commoning, group decision-making

GRAPHIC RECORDING
Duration: dependent on the workshop
Preparation time: 15 min.
Materials: large sheet of paper taped to the wall, tape, felt tip pens in diverse colours
Keywords: visual documentation, storytelling, translating, drawing, collective understanding
Graphic recording (or graphic facilitation) is a method used to create a visual
summary of a meeting or workshop, making it easier to bring together the outcomes or learnings than may be the case with simple note-taking. We have been
using one single sheet for our graphic recordings during our soil workshops.
Complex information became easier to digest, understand, and connect by visualising it on the wall; accessible for all throughout the duration of the event.
Like a real-time translation, this supports the learning process as what you hear
is immediately translated into visual language. Furthermore, one single photograph of the graphic recording provides full documentation of what has been
discussed during the workshop (or meeting) in contrast to pages of minutes that
require reading.
•
•

•

•
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We first utilised this method for a workshop that we facilitated on diverse/community/solidarity economies with the members of the Floating University association. The aim was to register the con- and dis-senting voices in a physically
embodied spatialisation. It is a method that proves very valuable for making
visible the fault lines in a group setting; hopefully providing a safe and constructive space to work through and across these, translating subjective positions and
differences, in order to weave common ground. It fosters an attempt to navigate
the delicate balance between dissensus and consensus.
•
•

•
•
•

Mark the categories ‘agree’, ‘disagree’, ‘undecided’ on the ground (in chalk).
Then identify key values, propositions, or concerns that have emerged in
the group, perhaps from earlier experiences or collective exercises (mapping, silent conversation etc.), and ask the contributor to briefly explain the
point before posing it as a question or declarative statement.
After that, encourage each participant to physically locate themselves according to the three categories marked in chalk.
Once in position, give everyone the option to express why they have chosen
to locate themselves where they have; and, in response, other participants
have the choice to remain rooted or relocate themselves accordingly.
Document the discussion and the diverse viewpoints present in the group
in order to visualise and be able to retrace people’s thoughts after the exercise.

Hang up a large sheet of paper, with tape, on a wall; choose a position that
is visible to all participants. Write down what you already know before the
session starts, e.g. the title of the workshop, date, etc.
Begin drawing as soon as people start to speak about relevant content. Try
to be aware of the space that you have on the paper and make the best use of
it so that you don’t run out of space toward the end. If you do, just hang up
another sheet of paper.
Try to use 2-3 different colours to make it easier to navigate through the
visuals, e.g. same colour for texts, and another two for the drawings. Too
many colours might make it more difficult to grasp visually, but you can
always change that (with editing) at the end.
Take a picture of the final result and make sure to share it with everyone
participating on social media or via other channels!
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PSYCHOGEOGRAPHIC WALK
Duration: 1,5 hrs
Preparation time: 1,5 hrs
Materials: (giant) dice, set of questions (see below), chalk, pens, paper
Keywords: situationist, urban drifting, multi-sensorial, deep mapping
In order to explore a neighbourhood through different perspectives than the
usual, going on a psychogeographic walk is a great tool to find new ways of perceiving and experiencing our surroundings. We used this method — engaging
the surrounding area of our project space with all of our senses — to inform
subsequent collective building actions during a DIT public furniture weekend.
All you need is a (or multiple) dice with corresponding instructions: the walk
can be performed collectively or individually depending on the atmosphere you
wish to create.
Possible instructions (feel free to make up your own!):
• Roll the dice: if you roll an odd number, walk backwards down the street; if
even, walk facing forward. Continue until you see someone wearing a hat.
• Touch a surface of your choice and close your eyes for one minute. Afterwards, each make an etching of the surface and write down what you felt.
• Turn down the closest perpendicular street and sit on a surface where one
would not usually sit. In two minutes, draw what is directly in front of you
using a single continuous line without taking your pen off the paper.
• Walk towards the sun in slow-motion until you reach someone sitting down
and take a seat next to them. Ask them a question, any question. Draw their
answer.
• Look up into the sky whilst walking for one minute. Smell your surroundings. Write down three words describing what you smelt.
• Out with the rules, follow your nose, take your own path. Come back to the
space by (specified time) with something you found on the street; a drawn or
textual representation of a space you had a strong response to; and a drawn
or textual representation of an unexpected interaction you encountered.
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tools
USING A COMBI DRILL
Combi drill:
In our workshops, we have primarily been using cordless combi drills. Be careful not to confuse simple battery screwdrivers with combi drills or drilling machines, as their power usually doesn’t suffice for proper wood working where
you require both functions, drilling and screwing (see ill. 1).
Before you start working with the combi drill, make sure you have two (or more!)
fully charged batteries so as not to run out of power during the workshop if it is
taking place outside.
Setting up your combi drill:
A powerful combi drill usually has three positions: one for screwing, one for drilling, and one for percussion drilling (which you won’t need for wood, this one is
mainly for stone walls). Make sure your combi drill is set to the right position
before you use it. Also, you might need to adjust the torque value, depending on
the material you are working with — softer materials require a lower number,
and harder materials a higher number. Usually, you find out during use and can
adjust the torque value accordingly (see ill. 2).

Ill. 1: Combi drill

Drill bits:
There are a range of different drill bits which you will encounter while working
with a combi drill, of which we will here introduce the most important ones for
working with timber. First of all, it is important to differentiate between drill
bits for timber, stone, and metal (see ill. 3).
Then, there are drill bits which you can use for cutting a conical hole in the timber to prepare it for screw connections called countersink. They allow for the
screw to sit flush on one plane surface rather than sticking out (see ill. 4).
If you wish to drill larger holes, there is a range of possibilities. Most common
are Forstner bits and flat wood bits. The latter ones are a bit cheaper, but the
holes they produce are less clean and not splinter-free (so it is better to go for the
Forstner ones, if possible!) (see ill. 5).
Drilling:
When you want to create a proper screw connection, you need to pre-drill the
bottom piece of timber with a drill bit one size down from the screw you are
using. Otherwise, the material might splinter and the two timber pieces won’t
tighten as nicely as they could. You can check the size of your screw on its package or the screw itself. The upper piece of timber can be pre-drilled with the
same size drill bit as the screw, and following this use the countersink to allow
the screw to integrate nicely into the timber surface.
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Ill. 2: Torque value & different positions

Ill. 3: Metal, timber & stone bit

Ill. 4: Countersink

Ill. 5: Forstner bit & flat wood bit
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Ill. 6: five main different screw bits

Screwing/ screwdriver bits:
After having drilled the holes to make a connection, you need to switch your
combi drill to the screwing function. It is useful to have two combi drills to avoid
having to change bits all the time. Now, you need to choose the proper screwdriver bit (which is important as you might otherwise damage both screw and
bit and require more power for screwing than necessary). There are five main
screwdriver bits which you should be familiar with for woodworking: Phillips,
Pozidrive, slotted screws, Torx, and Inbus, of which the first two, Phillips and
Pozidrive, are often confused as they look quite similar (ill. 6). Pozidrive is more
common these days for woodworking, Phillips more for machine and metal
work. Make sure you have the right size — usually, size 1 fits small screws, size 2
for medium-sized screws, and size 3 for larger screws.
Phillips

Pozidrive

Slotted screw

Torx

Inbus

USING A HAND SAW
We have mainly been using hand saws during our workshops as they are quite
easy to handle and much safer (and cheaper) than electric ones. For longer or
more difficult cuts, particularly ones that are not straight, you may need an electric one, but make sure you first receive a thorough introduction to how it functions.

Ill. 7: two different handsaws and their sawing directions

Regarding hand saws, there are two good options: the European ‘Fuchsschwanz’
(rip saw) or the ‘Japansäge’ (Japanese saw). The Fuchsschwanz saw blade is
thicker, thus removing more material per cut while also making it more stable
and less easy to break. The most important difference between the two is the direction of sawing: the Fuchsschwanz saws when you push, the Japansäge when
you pull, which makes the latter slightly easier to handle because you can control
the saw better in that direction. Always keep the sawing direction in mind as to
avoid interlocking the blade and timber, possibly breaking it.

Fuchsschwanz / Rip saw
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Japansäge / Japanese saw
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& instructions
TIMBER DICE
Material: leftover timber, saw, pencil, hand drill, colour paint, sanding paper
Time: 30 min.
Costs: Age: children from 6 years old
Cut a piece out of the timber leftovers with equally long sides so that it becomes
a dice. Mark dots on each side from 1-6 - what order doesn’t really matter. Start
drilling holes into the marks, but only on the surface. Round off the corners
with sanding paper. Paint the pits with a colour of your choice and wait until it
has dried — your simple home-made dice is ready for use!

PENCIL HOLDER
Material: leftover timber, saw, pencil, hand drill, 2-4 screws, clamp
Time: 45 min.
Costs: Age: children from 6 years old
Find 3-4 pieces of leftover timber in a size of your liking for a pencil holder and
which you can stack on top of each other in an interesting way. Lock into position with a clamp which you fix at the table top. Mark with a pencil 2-4 points
needed to connect the timber pieces and drill holes through them with the
drill, using screws that are just long enough to connect the lowermost piece of
timber to the others. Then, mark as many points as you like on the uppermost
piece of timber to drill holes which will hold your pens, using a suitably sized
drill head. Insert the drill head in such a way that it doesn’t drill all the way
through your stack of timber, so that your pencils won’t fall out of your pencil
holder when you move it :) That’s it!
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PETER'S DIY CLOTHES RACK
Material: iron water pipe (200cm length, approx. 2.5cm radius), 2 wooden battens
(200cm length, 1,8cm thickness, 10cm width), drill, Forstner bit (2.6 cm radius), hand
saw, 6 screws
Time: 2 hrs
Costs: approx. 20€ per set-up (10€ for the pipe, 10€ for the timber), additional 7€ for the
bit if required
Age: adults, or teenagers with support
Saw the battens into two pieces: one longer length (140cm) and one shorter
length (60cm). Mark a range of slots (to hold the iron water pipe) at different
intervals along the longer lengths of the wooden battens, e.g. one hole every 10
cm, leaving some space at each end (minimum of 20cm). Fix the shorter pieces
of timber, using three screws, against the end of each of the longer lengths. The
wardrobe legs are ready! Pull them up and slot the iron pipe into the corresponding holes at the desired height, moving the legs according to the distance
you wish to achieve. Your mobile, light, modular, and super-quick clothes rack
is ready to go — combine with more legs and pipes in different positions and at
different heights according to your needs!
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WAX WRAPS
Material: textile leftovers (cotton), textile scissors, beeswax, coconut oil, food-safe wide
brush, empty screw-top jar, small pot with water for keeping wax hot, oven, baking
parchment, (laundry) drying rack
Time: 2 hrs
Costs: approx. 4-5€ for 100 g organic beeswax (enough for approx. 6-8 small wraps),
2-3€ for small jar of coconut oil (e.g. 200 ml)
Age: 12 years old and upwards, or younger with close supervision
These wraps are a nice way to both upcycle textile scraps and reduce your use
of plastic wrap. They can be used for about a year if maintained well, then it is
time to produce a new batch of wraps. All the materials used are natural, so it
shouldn’t be a problem to throw them away after their life cycle has ended. You
can also buy these in online shops, pharmacies, and gift shops, but they tend to
be quite costly and you cannot always ensure the quality of beeswax used.
There are three different sizes that proved most useful (small: 20x20cm, medium: 25x25cm & large: 35x35cm), but it depends on everybody’s habits at home
and in the kitchen. The medium-size is great to wrap cheese, the larger one for
wrapping sandwiches, and the small one to cover bowls or food leftovers. It is
entirely up to you what shapes and sizes you need and want!
•
•

CHANGING CABIN

•

Material: old bed sheets (one per cabin), scissors
Time: 3 minutes
Costs: -

•

A recurring and well-known problem during outdoor markets — where should
you get changed to try on your potential new clothes? Due to the lack of time
and funding, we came up with a simple solution: upcycling old bed sheets and
cutting a 20-30cm slot in the upper hem which allows people to pull the sheet
over their head and get changed underneath. It looks a bit fun(ny), but does its
job!
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•

•

Choose the textiles you like and cut them into pieces with textile scissors
(preferably those with zig-zag blades so that the edges of your fabric look
finished and don’t fray as easily).
In a glass jar, heat the wax together with coconut oil by inserting the jar
in a pot of boiling water. Be careful not to burn yourself. Use a ratio of
approx. 1 tsp of oil per 2 tbsp of wax.
Preheat the oven to no more than 80°C (if it is hotter, your textile will start
to burn!). Line a baking tray with baking paper.
As soon as the wax mixture has melted, take out the baking tray, place your
textile on it, and start brushing the wax over the textile with a wide brush.
Don’t use more wax than necessary, only as much as the textile can take.
The hot baking tray helps the wax — which solidifies very quickly — stay
liquid while you brush it on the textile.
Place the wrap back into the oven to ensure that the wax melts entirely
into, and evenly across, the textile (particularly if it has hardened too
quickly during application). Remove and hang up the wrap, by two corners, on a laundry rack.
Your wrap should be cooled down and ready to go within 2-3 minutes!
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VEGAN XMAS- COOKIES

VEGAN MUESLI COOKIES
Duration: 45 min.
Ingredients:
200 g oatmeal
175 g spelt or whole grain flour
150 g brown sugar
50 g pumpkin seeds
50 g sunflower seeds
100 g margarine (e.g. ALSAN)
200 ml plant-based milk (oat or soy)
2 tsp baking powder
This recipe is inspired by the huge and nutritious cookies that have helped one of
us, Katharina, survive during her studies in Helsinki — with a thankful nod to the
vegan canteen, Kipsari, at Aalto University! This version of the recipe uses a bit
less sugar and more seeds than the original recipe, providing even more energy.
The cookies are perfect for movie screenings in the mornings (we baked these for
the baby doc screenings) or during afternoon breaks.
•
•
•
•
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Preheat the oven at 200°C.
Mix all the dry ingredients well together in a large bowl.
Melt the margarine in a pot and add it, together with the milk, to the dry
ingredients. Mix thoroughly.
Divide the batter into 12 equal parts and form each into a 1 cm thick circle on a
baking tray lined with a baking sheet. Bake in the preheated oven at 200°C for
25 min. or until they start to get colour. Let them cool down and enjoy!

Duration: 90 min. (including 1h resting time for the dough)
Ingredients:
600 g spelt flour
400 g ALSAN (or any other vegan margarine, but this one is the best)
200 g icing sugar
6 tbsp vegan milk drink of your choice (soy, oat, almond, etc.)
1 sachet of vanilla sugar
Zest of 1 lemon
½ tsp baking powder
These basic short pastry cookies are inspired by a recipe from a small vegan
christmas baking booklet by Roland Rauter. We baked them on several occasions to offer people a vegan cookie option which would be simple but tasty.
Usually, we would prepare the dough beforehand, as it needs to sit in the fridge
for around 1 hour, and let participants cut cookies themselves which proved a
popular activity amongst children and adults alike. You can roll the dough thin
or thick, depending on your preference — the latter will require a little bit more
baking time until they start to golden.
•
•
•

•
•
•

Mix all dry ingredients well.
Add the lemon zest and milk drink.
Cut the room-temperatured margarine in small cubes and add to the mix.
Knead shortly with a hand mixer, followed by swiftly turning the mix into
a smooth dough with your hands.
Put the dough in the fridge for around 1 hour (you can just leave it in the
bowl covered with a plate or wax wrap, in order to avoid cling film).
When the dough is ready to be taken out of the fridge, preheat the oven to
170°C.
Roll out the dough to around 3mm (or thicker) on a surface lightly covered
with flour and cut out your cookies in your desired shapes. Put the cookies
on a baking sheet lined with parchment paper and bake them in the oven
for around 12 min. (or longer until lightly brown). You can decorate the
cookies to your liking when cold or simply sieve a bit of icing sugar on
them while still warm. Enjoy!
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LENTIL SOUP FOR MANY

RYAN'S BANANA BREAD
Duration: 60 min.
Ingredients:
4 very ripe bananas
60 ml vegetable oil
60 ml vegan milk alternative
100g light brown sugar 2 tsp vanilla extract
270 g all-purpose flour
1 tsp ground cinnamon
¼ tsp ground nutmeg
1 tsp baking soda
½ tsp salt
Ryan baked this delicious vegan banana bread alongside
some other treats, available on a soli-donation basis, for
the outdoor addition of our Gift Market in summer 2020.

This vegan soup takes inspiration from various lentil soup recipes to create
a tasty and large quantity that can feed many. Using reasonably low budget
ingredients, it is a great option for keeping numerous participants warm and
full without high expenses or complicated preparation and cooking!

•

•

•
•
•
•
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Duration: 90 min.
Ingredients:
2 tbsp oil
1 bulb of garlic, roughly chopped
3 onions, diced
1 chilli
1 piece of ginger, grated
1 tbsp turmeric
1 tbsp cumin
1 tbsp coriander powder
1 tbsp salt
6 stalks of celery, diced
6-8 large carrots, diced
4 potatoes, diced
4 tbsp tomato paste
1kg lentils
1 tbsp salt
10 cracks of pepper
4 l vegetable stock
8 lemons
parsley to garnish

Preheat oven to 190°C and line a loaf pan with baking
parchment.
Whisk together the flour, cinnamon, nutmeg, baking
soda and salt.
Roughly mash the bananas and add sugar, oil, vegan
milk and vanilla extract. Whisk to combine.
Fold the flour mixture into the wet ingredients and
transfer to the prepared loaf pan.
Bake for 45 minutes or until a toothpick comes out
clean when inserted into the centre of the cake. Let
cool in the pan before slicing.

•
•

•
•

Saute onions in a large pot, on medium heat, for 5 minutes. Add garlic,
ginger, and spices and saute for another 3 minutes.
Add celery, carrots, potatoes, and tomato paste and saute for a further 5
minutes.
Add the lentils, vegetable stock, salt, and pepper. Increase heat, cover, and
bring to the boil. Once boiling, reduce heat to medium-low and continue
to simmer until the lentils and vegetables are tender. Taste and adjust salt
and spices according to preference. Add more stock if necessary.
Cool slightly and blend with an immersion blender or regular blender.
Garnish (optional) with parsley, lemon, extra salt and pepper, and flatbread.
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All images by Andrew Rewald
Img. 1: Yarrow (Schafgarbe)

Img. 2: Wild Garlic (Bärlauch)

Img. 3: Horsetail (Schachtelhalm)

ANDREW'S FORAGING TIPS
Below is a simple taxonomy of some of the edible plants that can be found in
and around Berlin. More information on the histories, mythologies, preparation, cooking, and consumption of the plants can be found on the artist
Andrew Rewald’s website: https://www.theconceptualcookbook.com/.
While it was very helpful to have the guidance of Andrew, an experienced
forager, there are also numerous resources that can aid amateur foragers such
as books or apps like PlantNet. Amazingly, many edible plants can be found
right in the heart of the city, such as in Hasenheide park, as well as in forests
and surrounding lakes in the outskirts of the city. When foraging in the city
or other densely populated areas, it is recommended to avoid anything that is
found in close proximity to roads, paths, or other thoroughfares.
Large Nettle, Great Nettle, Stinging Nettle
(German: Brennnessel, Latin: Urtica dioica)
Edible: leaf and seed
Medicinal: root, rhizome, leaf and seed
Wild Garlic, Three-cornered Leek, Stinky Onion Weed
(German: Bärlauch; Latin: Allium paradoxum)
Edible: Entire plant (leaf, bulb, flower, bulbil)
Dandelion
(German: Löwenzahn; Latin: Taraxacum officinale & Taraxacum erythrospermum)
Edible: Entire plant (root, leaf, flower and flower bud)
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Img. 4: Goldenrod (Goldrute)

Birch
(German: Birke; Latin: Caerulus)
Edible: sap (Birch water), young buds and leaves
Medicinal: dried leaves, sap
Black Elder
(German: Hollunder; Latin: Sambucus nigra)
Medicinal: Syrup from juice of fruit is used as a tonic against cold and flu
Horsetail, Snakegrass, Scouring grass
(German: Schachtelhalm; Latin: Equisetum pratense (Meadow horsetail))
Medicinal: Herbal tea with diuretic, anti-inflammatory and antibacterial qualities; utilised for urinary and kidney conditions. Fresh foliage used for wounds;
dried foliage (loose tea) added to hot baths to treat/heal skin conditions.
Goldenrod
(German: Kanadische Goldrute; Latin: Solidago canadensis)
Edible: young leaves as salad vegetable; seeds known to have been used by first
nation North American people.
Medicinal: Leave and stem used for herbal tea. Entire plant extensively used
by north eastern and central first nation North American people: antibacterial
qualities, brewed as a kidney tonic; leaves chewed for sore throat and toothache.
Yarrow
(German: Gemeine Schafgarbe; Latin: Achillea millefolium)
Edible: Young leaves as a salad vegetable
Medicinal: All purpose medicinal herbal tea
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READING

•

Commons reading group

SoP Reading Group

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

‘Commons Against and Beyond Capitalism’, by Silvia Federici and George
Caffentzis. https://academic.oup.com/cdj/article/49/suppl_1/i92/307214
‘A Subsistence Perspective for the Transition to a New Civilization: An
Ecofeminist Contribution to Degrowth’, by Bennholdt-Thomsen. https://
cws.journals.yorku.ca/index.php/cws/article/download/37523/34068. Further
reading: https://www.academia.edu/23063388/7_Theses_on_the_Subsistence_
Perspective
Spaces of Commoning: Artistic Research and the Utopia of the Everyday. Essay 1:
‘Designing Commoning Institutions: The Dilemma of the Vienna Settlers,
the Commoner, and the Architect’ by Stefan Gruber; Essay 2: ‘City of Commons’ by Stefan Gruber and Vladimir Miller. http://spacesofcommoning.net/
publications/
‘Thinking with Marx For a Feminist Postcapitalist Politics’, by J.K. Gibson-Graham, Esra Erdem, Ceren Özselçuk. http://www.communityeconomies.
org/publications/articles/thinking-marx-feminist-postcapitalist-politics
‘Common Space as Threshold Space: Urban Commoning in Struggles to
Re-appropriate Public Space’, by Stavros Stavrides. https://www.researchgate.
net/publication/282688268_Common_Space_as_Threshold_Space_Urban_Commoning_in_Struggles_to_Re-appropriate_Public_Space

Marx Reading Group
Meeting once a month over 1.5 years, we slowly but surely digested Volume I
of Capital. We read the allocated chapter(s) in our own time and during the
evening we screened, interspersed with discussions, the corresponding lecture
from David Harvey’s online series.
•
•

Capital, Volume I, by Karl Marx
Online lecture series: http://davidharvey.org/reading-capital/

Capitalist Realism Reading Group
After arduously making our way through the entirety of Capital Volume I, we
decided to opt for something slightly more succinct and contemporary.
“After 1989, capitalism has presented itself as the only realistic political-economic system. What effects has this ‘capitalist realism’ had on work, culture,
education and mental health? Is it possible to imagine an alternative to capitalism that is not some throwback to discredited models of state control?”
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•
•

•

Capitalist Realism: Is There No Alternative?, by Mark Fisher

Postcolonial Theory and the Specter of Capital (2013), by Vivek Chibber
‘Can the subaltern speak?’ (1988), by Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak. http://
abahlali.org/files/Can_the_subaltern_speak.pdf
'The Commons Against Neoliberalism, the Commons of Neoliberalism, the
Commons Beyond Neoliberalism' (2016), by Max Haiven
‘The Great Caliban: The Struggle Against the Rebel Body’, by Silvia Federici. https://thecommoner.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/The-Great-CalibanStruggle-Against-Rebel-Body-Silvia-Federici.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0p7jilozPVEHrA7vqhQX792fYYb5H7PtGYRM2aiLgUm5DJkbDrIp48-BA
‘Enclosing the Subject’, by Jodi Dean. https://www.academia.edu/9608309/
Enclosing_the_Subject

German Reading Group for Language Learners
On a monthly basis, we read accessible and critical texts (optimal for those with
a B2-C1 level) and discussed them together.
•

•
•

ARCH+ (Summer 2018), ‘Orte des Gemeinschaffens’ | ‘Atlas of Commoning’, eds. Ngo et al. Editorial: ‘Die Umkämpften Felder des Gemeinschaffens’ | ‘The Contested Fields of Commoning’, by Stephan Gruber and
Anh-Linh Ngo
‘Wir brauchen eine Verbotspartei’ (2019), by Sebastian Erb. https://taz.de/
Debatte-Politik-und-Verbote/!5600292/
‘Die Mieten sind hier teilweise höher als in Berlin-Mitte’ (2019), by Jan
Greve

FILMS
Chronique d'un été | Chronicle of a Summer (1961), by Edgar Morin and Jean Rouch
The 1961 French film "Chronicle of a Summer" (Chronique d'un été) was one of
the most influential documentary films ever made (for which the term cinéma vérité was coined). The movie starts with a simple premise: what happens
when you go into the street with a camera and ask people if they are happy?
Filmmakers Edgar Morin and Jean Rouch then stage a series of interviews
and discussions with participants from various strata of society to interrogate
the structural and personal impediments (money, work, politics, history) that
inhibit the realization of an individual's happiness.
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NASA LIE THE EARTH IS FLAT NO CURVE (2019), by Andrew Wilson

Spatial Commons (2016), eds. Pelger, Kaspar & Stollmann

NASA LIE THE EARTH IS FLAT NO CURVE is a 30 minute, moving-image
collage, made entirely from footage widely available from online video-media
platforms. It is a playful and poetic video which invites you to consider the
broad social and political predicaments we currently inhabit, via the specific
lens of the growing ‘Flat Earth’ phenomenon.

The bilingual event, with Dagmar Pelger, explored her collaborative research
and publication on spatial commons. According to the publication's authors,
dealing with the commons requires an examination of spatial questions as
space is urgently needed in order to access and negotiate resources amongst a
community. The publication is a great introduction to the commons and their
development with time, presenting a concise historical overview of the main
concepts from different schools of thought. It then examines four different historical typologies of spatial commons, with a particular focus on the German
context, and looks at how these ideas can relate to the present context of Berlin.

BOOK PRESENTATIONS
Ecommony: UmCARE zum Miteinander | Ecommony - Turn to Togetherness (2016),
by Friederike Habermann
Friederike Habermann’s book is an inspiring account of alternative conceptions of the economy built on the principles of the commons and the logic of
care towards a good life for all. Drawing from her everyday life and activist
involvements, various human encounters, and feminist theory, Habermann
identifies the current political ‘window of opportunity’ as a key moment for
change, leading the reader through an account of the past (yesterday) and
possible futures (tomorrow), before outlining necessary changes in the way our
societies are currently structured and organised(the day after tomorrow). The
idea of the commons is essential to this new framing of the economy, where
commons are not understood as a mere resource but as a form of governance
amongst a diverse range of actors: “there is no commons without commoning”,
as Peter Linebaugh put it so aptly.

English version: https://depositonce.tu-berlin.de/handle/11303/6421
German version: https://depositonce.tu-berlin.de/handle/11303/5400

Co-Machines: A Book of Mobile Disruptive Architecture (2018), by ON/OFF
As the editors note: "Co-machines are mobile informal micro-structures which
are parasitic or symbiotic in the urban eco-system. Co-machines disrupt the
overbearing market values to create alternative realities. Co-machines look for
and exploit tipping points in the system. Co-machines obstruct, block traffic,
change places, allowing new bodies to occupy and interact, inhabit, to construct—even if just for an instant, a different world, a utopia, a dystopia—a
vision of how the city might be, finding potentials in our urban landscape. Or
they call our attention to the invisible ways our cities are being manipulated by
zoning laws, traffic laws, advertising, architects, graffiti writers, skateboarders, conflicts, canals, planners."
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/726172616/co-machines-a-book-of-mobile-disruptive-architectu
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GLOSSARY
Commons: /Common: /Commoning: /Commoners: We “generally avoid the focus
on commons as shared resources and rather perceive commons as the creation
of new forms of sociality, as new collective practices of living, working, thinking, feeling and imagining that act against the contemporary capitalist forms of
producing and consuming (variously enclosing) the common wealth” (in: Ruivencamp, G., Hilton, A. (eds.) (2017) Perspectives on Commoning. Autonomist Principles and Practices).
Primitive Accumulation: the originary (but ongoing and mutating) socio-spatial
process — fundamental in the transformation from feudalism to capitalism in
medieval Europe — whereby common land was enclosed and serfs and peasants were dispossessed of their autonomous means of subsistence; becoming
dependent on waged labour and forced into proletarianized urban life.
Enclosure: "As Marx describes in Capital, enclosure is an operation through
which what is common is seized and put into service for capitalism" (in: Dean, J.
(2014 )‘Enclosing the Subject’).
Diverse Economies: feminist geographers J.K. Gibson-Graham reframe economic practices as processes of negotiating our interdependence. These processes
also comprise the invisible relational activities that mostly take place — unpaid
— at home and in communities, where capital and paid labour are just the tip of
the iceberg. Gibson-Graham point out that most people don’t recognise themselves as significant actors and shapers of the economy, but as soon as we start
seeing ourselves as “economic actors with multiple roles”, we can begin to redesign, shape, and ‘take back’ our economies little by little (in: Gibson-Graham,
J.K., Cameron, J., & Healy, S. (2013) Take back the economy: An ethical guide for
transforming our communities).
Immaterial (re)production: set in contrast to material or commodity production,
immaterial (re)production refers to cognitive and affective processes that produce, sustain, and repair less tangible ‘things’, for example knowledge (re)- production or care-based activities performed for family, friends, children, elderly,
our more-than-human others, and our immediate neighbourhood or urban surroundings. Such practices have traditionally sat outside of wage-based labour
but are increasingly subsumed within it.
Consciousness-raising: an activist practice associated with the feminist movement of the 1960s and 70s. Consciousness-raising circles involved intimate and
safe settings where women would go around the room and share issues from a
subjective position in order to raise personal and collective awareness about,
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and build networks of solidarity to resist, various forms of oppression under patriarchal structures; making the personal political. The format has subsequently
been taken up by various social movements and groups.
Transformative/critical learning: we frame this as a process of (un)learning that
not only seeks to interrogate (at the root) forms of knowledge or practice that
reproduce the status quo, oppressive and destructive structures, and the human
subject under contemporary capitalism; but also searches for and prefigures
everyday, situated forms of learning and doing that are socially and ecologically
just and transformative.
DIT Making: describes the collective process of making something together by
sharing tools, knowledge, space, and materials to enable each other with everyday repair and building skills in order to become less dependent on material
consumption. Whilst the DIY phenomenon from the 1950s was rooted in a nostalgia for manual labour as a private and domestic activity, the shift towards this
new culture of DIT (Do-It-Together) or DIO (Do-It-With-Others) adds additional value and meaning to the manual process, whereby the sociality of the collective processes and the political impetus become centre stage (see also: Gelber, S.
M. (1997) 'Do-It-Yourself: Constructing, Repairing and Maintaining Domestic
Masculinity'; Ratto, M.& Boler, M. (2014) DIY Citizenship: Critical Making and Social Media).
Zero-waste: is a set of principles focused on waste prevention that encourages
the redesign of resource life cycles so that all products are reused. The goal is
for no trash to be sent to landfills, incinerators, or the ocean. Currently, only
9% of plastic is actually recycled.The Zero Waste International Alliance (ZWIA)
defines Zero Waste as ”the conservation of all resources by means of responsible
production, consumption, reuse and recovery of all products, packaging, and
materials, without burning them, and without discharges to land, water, or air
that threaten the environment or human health (in: Wikipedia).
More-than-human: a phrase coined by David Abram to signify the broader range
of life on earth which would, in contrast to the term nature, not set humankind
and its culture apart but, rather, acknowledge mutuality and interconnectedness. The phrase was intended to indicate that human culture is a subset, within
a larger set, that is sustained, surrounded, and permeated by the more-thanhuman world, encouraging a sense of humility in humans. The phrase soon became an important term within the broad ecological movement and is widely
used by activists, theorists, and the like (in: Wikipedia).
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Care: “everything we do to maintain, continue, and repair ‘our world’ so that we
can live in it as well as possible. That world includes our bodies, ourselves, and
our environment, all that we seek to interweave in a complex, life sustaining
web” (in: Tronto, J. & Fisher, B. (1990). 'Toward a Feminist Theory of Caring').
Critical Spatial Practice: taking inspiration from de Certeau’s The Practice of
Everyday Life and Lefebvre’s The Production of Space, Jane Rendall coined the term,
in 2003, which refers to a form of reflexive, boundary traversing, and socially
transformative spatial practice at the threshold of architecture and art.
‘Indisciplinary’: as Rancière states: “How does a question come to be considered
philosophical or political or social or aesthetic? If emancipation had a meaning,
it consisted in reclaiming thought as something belonging to everyone — the
correlate being that there is no natural division between intellectual objects and
that a discipline is always a provisional grouping, a provisional territorialisation
of questions and objects that do not in and of themselves possess any specific
localisation or domain.” (in: Rancière, J. (2007) ‘Jacques Rancière and Indisciplinarity: An Interview.' http://www.artandresearch.org.uk/v2n1/jrinterview.html)
Prefigurative Politics: describes a mode of transformative praxis in which the
means and ends are congruent or, as Solnit suggests, prefigurative politics “describes the idea that if you can embody the change you struggle for, you have already won — not by fighting but by becoming” (in: Solnit, R. (2005) ‘The Uses of
Disaster’ https://harpers.org/archive/2005/10/the-uses-of-disaster/; Holloway,
J. (2010) Crack Capitalism).

Common(s)Lab is an open community and framework for self-organisation always open
for newcomers and collaborations. Thanks for the past three years together! Here a list of
the people involved so far, in alphabetical order:
Alex Cocotas, writer based in Berlin, co-facilitator of the Marx reading group and part of
the School of Postcapitalism.
AoA Berlin (Agents of Alternatives e.V.), a non-profit design research organisation that
acts as the project holder of the lab.
Artistania, artist collective based in Neukölln who invited us to do several workshops at
their Nette Ecke project near Kindl Brauerei in 2019: a public DIT-woodworking workshop and an urban game called “Würfelsafari”.
Elena Lochore-Ward, architectural graduate working as a designer, maker and writer in
Berlin. Elena’s research is focussed on queer architecture, collective action, the commons
and alternative modes of architectural practice.
Jade Whittaker, interior designer with an interest exploring sustainability within the interior world. Jade facilitates the textile upcycling workshops at Common(s)Lab.
Juan Pablo Díaz, artist and cultural worker active in development of interdisciplinary projects where science, art and the political meet. Juan runs the soil workshops with us at
Common(s)Lab.
Katharina Moebus, designer, organiser and feminist researcher who works at the intersection of socio-politically engaged design, critical pedagogy and DIT-making. Together
with Melissa, she is a co-initiator and organiser of Common(s)Lab.
Kulturlabor Trial & Error, non-profit organization working with crafts, D.I.Y. culture,
sustainability, arts and media with long experience in upcycling, solidarity economies,
swapping and environmental education with youth.
Liina Viil, part of the author collective Gras & Beton, works with the group Paper Planes e.V.
and has supported Common(s)Lab at many of our events.
Marta Wlusek, is a visual artist and photographer based in Berlin who graduated in Photography (MA) from the University of the Arts London. She does the fashion shootings
during our gift markets.
Matthew Read, political science student who actively contributed to the Marx reading
group and helped organise the reading group for German-language learners.
Max Schützeberg, a visionary and doer, facilitator, fundraiser and community-organizer.
He learns and teaches (informally) worm and fermi- composting, urban-beekeeping and
community gardening. Max co-organises our workshop-series ‘Der Boden unter unseren
Füßen’.
Melissa Harrison, works transversally across socio-political urban issues, critical spatial
practice, and transformative pedagogies. Amongst other things, she is a co-initiator and
organiser of Common(s)Lab.
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Nathan McEvoy, with a keen interest in informal learning and politics, he has been involved in organising a number of reading groups and helps out at many other Common(s)lab event.
Peter Breuer, DIY woodworking enthusiast who knows every tool and is fascinated by old
timber joints. He is always by your side to support Common(s)Lab with his special knowledge and skills and came up with the quick and light clothes racks for our gift markets.
Ryan Barrell, amateur woodworking enthusiast and baker extraordinaire who joined us
with his delicious cakes and cookies (available on a soli-donation basis) at the outdoor
edition of the gift market.
Tom Holden, architect with a special interest in permaculture and urban gardening.
Veiko Liis, product designer, carpenter and furniture maker living between Amsterdam,
Berlin and Tallinn who co-organises and facilitates our DIY furniture workshops.

GUESTS
Andrew Rewald, Berlin-based Australian artist, chef, and amateur forager whose work
narrates ethnobotanical stories behind the politics and ethics of food by examining edible plants growing wild or farmed in the urban ecology.
Andrew Wilson, is an artist based in Newcastle upon Tyne, UK. He is a studio holder at
The New Bridge Project, an initiator of We Are Our Media - an independent / do-it-ourselves
approach to journalism, and he often collaborates with artist Toby Lloyd as Lloyd-Wilson.
Community Economies Research Collective (CERN), is an international network of researchers, activists, artists and others who are interested in ways of enacting new visions
of economy. In particular the network is interested in the productivity of theorising diverse economies and building more ethical economic and ecological relationships. Members of the network are inspired by, or in conversation with, the work of J.K. Gibson-Graham, and others who have applied, developed and extended their work on community
economies.
Dagmar Pelger, architect and researcher interested in spatial commons, teaches at the TU
and UdK Berlin.
Friederike Habermann, economist, activist and author of multiple books, including Ecommony - Turn to Togetherness (2016).
ON/OFF, an interdisciplinary design studio based in Berlin. Their practice explores the
in-betweens and overlaps of the urban experience to engage citizens in an immediate relationship with their environment. Experimenting with disparate technologies and tools,
they challenge conventional ideas of inhabiting and sharing space.
Pepe Dayaw, is creating art, experiences and new life through cooking with leftovers.
studioBASAR, Bucharest-based architectural studio and a public space practice founded
in 2006 by Alex Axinte and Cristi Borcan.
Yelta Köm, architect based in Berlin, co-founder of Istanbul-based Architecture for All.
							More to come... !
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This zine is a documentation of the past three years of Common(s)
Lab, a community project in Schillerkiez, Berlin-Neukölln. The project, initiated at the end of 2017, was conceived as an emancipatory
space to explore and foster more communal, convivial and caring
ways of living, thinking and acting together. The zine outlines the
various formats and methods that we have adopted over the past
three years and brings together an array of resources and instructions — which emerged and evolved thanks to the many people who
became part of Common(s)Lab — that we hope might serve as an
inspiration and resource for similar projects or activities wherever
you are.

